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Pre Template Checklist
Our experience has proven that an efficient & properly prepared template
appointment is essential to a successful stone project.
Template appointments will range from 30-120 minutes depending upon
size and complexity. The homeowner or contractor must be on site to
answer questions & confirm design decisions.

The template person is not a designer; please have all design decisions made in advance
of template date.

Use this checklist & please contact us regarding template readiness- we are
happy to help with any questions prior to your appointment!
All cabinet end panels, doors, drawer fronts and decorative pieces must be
attached or in final place. Accuracy of set up has much to do with
accuracy of stonework.
Cabinets and sub tops must be level, flush and plumb, securely fastened
to walls and floor. Plywood sub tops should be in new condition & seams
not to have lippage greater than 1/16”th.
Backsplash height should be determined before templater arrives and all
areas requiring backsplash must be ready (i.e. Outlets aligned in final
positions, window moldings & drywall complete).
Overhang supports must be installed. PSW can assist with steel bars or
honeycomb aluminum.
Actual sinks, cook tops, fixtures and anything requiring hole cut-outs
must be set in place and available at time of template.
Faucet hole layouts should be decided and marked on sub top.
NOTE: If we are unable to complete a scheduled template appointment, it will
result in extra charges and a delay to next available. Typical extra charges:
Re-template trip $600
Sink cut-out in rough top $150-250
________________
Cook-top cut-out in rough top $125-175
Initial for
Acceptance
Hole drilling at installation $50 each
Hole drilling after installation $150 for first, $50 each additional
Thank you for including Pacific Stoneworks as part of your construction team,
Revised
we look forward to working on your project!
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